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a ' cottage' industry, and the clothiers and wool-combers
were able to draw for their supply of labour upon a very
extensive area—for instance, the manufacturers of Col-
chester employed spinners within a radius of thirty miles * ;
and the ledger of a clothier at Ashburton in Devonshire,
covering the years 1783-1801, shows that he was supplied
with chains from as many as thirty-eight places, including
Tiverton, Exeter and Plymouth 2. The worsted industry of
Norwich and Norfolk was fed with yarn not only by the
eastern counties—Suffolk, Cambridge, Bedford and Hertford
—but also by Yorkshire and even Westmorland3.
Defects of Hand-spinning had several defects. The spinner often
lacked skill *, and produced yarn which was neither uniform
in quality nor firm enough to stand the strain of the loom ;
as a result the cloth was uneven in texture. The Suffolk
clothiers drew attention to the evil as early as 1575 : " The
custom of our country is to carry our wool out to carding
and spinning, and put it to divers and sundry spinners who
have in their houses divers and sundry children and servants
that do card and spin the same wool. Some of them card
upon new cards and some upon old cards, and some spin hard
yarn and some soft ... by reason whereof our cloth falleth
out in some places broad and some narrow contrary to our
mind and greatly to our disprofit "5. In the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries similar statements show that the
lapse of time had failed to effect any material improvement6.
" One obvious evil in this family work ", said a manufac-
turer, " was the teaching of the children ; and in sorting
our yarns we not only met with whole hanks clumsily spun,
but—not seldom—good and bad reeled in the same hank.
This rendered the sorting of yarns a vexatious process "7.
1 House of Commons Journals, xiii. 720 (1702).
8 Transactions of the Devonshire Association, viii. 331.
8 James, History of the Worsted Manufacture, 252-253.
4	There were some remarkable individual performances:  Anderson,
"Report . . . on Shetland Wool (1790), Appendix iv. 29.
5	Victoria County History, Suffolk, ii. 258.
6	Yarranton, England's Improvement (1677), 46.    (Also next note.)
7	James, op. cit. 312.    <c A practised spinner," remarked Graunt (1662),
" shall spin a pound of wool, worth 2S., for 6d, ; but a learner, undertaking
it for 3d., sha.11 make the wool indeed into yarn, but not worth I2d.":
Petty, Economic Writings, ii. 354.

